between the tops of neighboring pillars will either increase (L′) or decrease (L″), depending upon whether the curvature is negative or positive. The variation of lateral distance of pillar when substrate is deformed by dimple can be calculated using the following equation:
(1) where t is the thickness of PDMS substrate, h is the height of pillar, and R is the bending radius of substrate. Here, R n minimum and R p minimum indicate the non-linear fitting curve of the minimum manipulatable droplet volume at positive (R p ) and negative curvature (R n ) of each tip, respectively. Theoretically, F adh on the dimple structure has its maximum and minimum value at R n and R p , respectively. Therefore, by considering the slope angle and the range of F adh on the dimple structure, the minimum manipulatable droplet volume can be ranged between R n minimum and R p minimum. The values of manipulatable droplet volume were calculated by using the measured slope angle (Figure 3b (Figure 4b ).
